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Personal & Company Introduction



★Graduated in Children’s Literature: 

Children’s Book Illustration from 

Goldsmiths, University of London in 

2021.

★Children’s book editor and rights 

manager at Yan Chang Company

★Illustrator and picture book maker, 

who is curious and enthusiastic about 

the mysteries of nature.

“Yan” and “Chang” : 

“Yan” (言) means “diction”, or “to 

express words”

“Chang”(长) is a word full of 

auspicious meanings, such as 

“extension”, “growth”, and 

“longevity”.  

Therefore, we are devoted to 

extending possibilities and potential 

for a better expression of the words.

Vena Ouyang



Solene has been the only consultant for the 

Shanghai International Children's Book Fair since 

2018. She planned and organised more than 50 

professional seminars covering a wide array of topics.

The 10th China Shanghai International 

Children's Book Fair (CCBF), will be held from 17 to 

19 November 2023 at Shanghai World Expo 

Exhibition and Convention Centre.

★Engaged in Children’s book publishing for more than 15 years；

★Consultant of Shanghai International Children’s Book Fair (CCBF)

；

★Exclusive agent of French artist Serge Bloch’s exhibition and 

merchandising rights in Mainland China；

★Translator of Children’s books from French to Chinese (eg. 

“Babapapa” and Claude Ponti’s works) ......

FOUNDER
Solene Xie



Picture book Non-fiction

Middle grade

Yan Chang associates with the state-owned publisher to publish children’s books. We have had more than 40 books since 

2021.

Children's book co-publisher



“A mother is a house” series 
Proprietor: Les Fourmis Rouges (France) 

Author-illustrator: Aurore petit

French Artist/Author
Aurore petit



Une Vieille Histoire

Proprietor: Éditions Sarbacane (France) 

Author: Susie Morgenstern 

Illustrator: Serge Bloch 

French Artist/Author
 Serge Bloch

Beijing 2023



A literary agency representing children's book authors & illustrators

Cara WangLong Xiangmei Monica Liaw Tian Ziqian Mae Besom

Children’s Books

We hope to bring our devoted and dedicated service to more creative minds with our customized publishing resources 

along with our diverse rights management.

Brands



Website→ https://www.pictureswordschina.com

Website

Newsletters

The Project “Pictures and Words from China”

Book Rights have been sold in English, Spanish, 
French, 
Germany, Italian, Portuguese, Turkish…
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Current Publishing Trends 



Overall book sales in mainland China decreased in 2022, but online sales 
driven by TikTok and other short-video platforms are growing rapidly.

★Year over year, book sales in the overall 

market in China declined 11.77% — something 

brightly contrasted by short-video e-

commerce (TikTok and other platforms) 

jumping a prodigious 42.86% in the same 

period.

★The short-video e-commerce activities blew 

right past the staggered physical-store 

channels—that comes with big discounts.

★The children’s book genre was the only 

sector in publishing in China to grow in 2022. 

Children’s titles sell increasingly through 

short-form video channels, with 54.7% of 

children’s books–the highest ratio of all 

categories–sold in this way.

Beijing 

Openbook

Overall book sales in 
2022

million 
yuan

Book sales in the overall market in China declined 
further

Book retail market 
annual 
growth rate



China Bestsellers in the first three quarters of 2023: What the childrens are reading

Beijing 

Openbook

★Classic Children's Books & 

New Book Series

★Comics has evolved and 

includes a wide variety of topics 

such as science, psychology, 

history, ancient poetry, etc.

★Psychology books for children

★Children's behavior and habits 

education books

★Meaningful and educational 

books for children sold by 

short-video e-commerce



Chinese original children's books & Children's Books that Celebrate Chinese 
Culture



Children's books have been adapted as Movies, Children’s plays, 
Exhibitions…



Interactive Reading Experiences

In a world where technology is constantly advancing, it’s no surprise that children’s book publishers are exploring new 

ways to make reading a more interactive experience. 

AI Reading Pen & Robot
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AI & Publishing 



Successful AI applications

★CITIC Press (a publisher): AIGC 

has been used in translation, book 

cover making and marketing.

★Lelequ (a publisher): AI reading pens 

are able to reproduce the voices of 

parents through "AI" technology.

★NetEase (a game company): 

announced that they will be 

installing the first game version 

of ChatGPT ever used in a 

game, with their new upcoming 

MMORPG, Justice Online 

Mobile.

★Tencent Animation and Comics: 

Mindplayer released a AIGC comic 

called “The ARES Awakening”.

★Xiaohongshu (a social platform) 

released its own AI-powered 

features that allow users to 

generate images based on written 

content or rough sketches, 

eliminating the need to upload 

original pictures.



Personal Experience with AI tools

★Translating

★Copywriting

★Email polishing

★Marketing

As an editor and rights manager As an Illustrator and picture book creator



AI in our company

★Marketing & Discovery

★The entertainment industries

AI can help us produce engaging and 

personalized content for our target 

reader, such as ads and videos. 

AI can help us understand reader 

needs, preferences and behavior, and 

tailor our marketing campaigns 

accordingly.

AI is going to enable books to morph 

into additional revenue-producing 

mediums, in ways we’ve never seen 

before.    

–publishing expert Thad McIlroy

Video

GameSong Curriculum Development
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Book Recommendations 



Jan 2022

Author: Xiangmei Long

Illustrator: Monica Liaw

Xiangmei’s Fantasy Tales (Series of 5)

★ Winner of the 2022 Chen Bochui International Children's Literature Award 

Mar 2023

Author: Hu Yifan

Breath In, Breath Out (Three-Volume Set)

★ Selected in dPICTUS 100 Outstanding Picturebooks 2023

Jan 2022

Author: Wei Jie

Illustrator: Li Xiaoguang

Summer Story



Vena Ouyang

Email: vena@yanchangs.com
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